
Webinar Active Learning

Welcome

We start at 16:00



Announcements

• This Webinar will be recorded

• Video and microphones are disabled.

• For questions, please use the Q&A, for other comments

please use the chat.

• With screen reader to Q&A: you can use the basic 

navigation. (Tab and Enter for Windows, and swipe and

tab for iOS).

• Questions are answered in blocks as much as possible.

• Choose your own speaker view in the top right corner



Auditory tracking?

• During this online meeting, visual images are articulated

as well as possible so the meeting can also be followed

even if you only listen.



ENVITER, 2023-01-12

Active Learning



Program

- The target group

- Lilli Nielsen, the founder

- Active Learning in practice

- The theory behind the approach

- Developments all around Active Learning



Please….., 

Don’t leave this Webinar

I’m trying to give you an experience



What happens if you can’t see the world
around you?

- Lack of exploratory behaviour

- Understimulation

- Exploration of your own body 



Roderik →

empty moment



Non-exploratory behaviour

- Delay in the development of gross and finer motor 

movements

- No connection between sensory and motor input

- Delay in concept development

- Bodily understanding and spatial relationships are 

delayed and/or disturbed



Lilli Nielsen, founder of Active Learning



Active Learning in daily practice

Caia

Lois



What is Active Learning?

Definition used in the Netherlands:

To facilitate the client to actively make physical contact 

(with objects, materials, and people) through means 

tailored to the client with the goal of stimulating and 

expanding the client’s awareness of their options for acting 

and making contact.



Active Learning in practice

Bringing the room nearby.

Creating an activating nearby space, that 
never disappears and triggers children and 
grown-ups to touch, scratch, grasp, hold and 
explore.  



Little room



Playing in the little room 



Activity vest



Objects

Daily objects

Sensory
objects



Special materials and the objects

Special materials → bring the room nearby

Objects → facilitate exploratory behavior



Pillars of Active Learning:

- Client

- Physical surrounding

- Interaction between client and caregiver



CLIENT, observation items:

- What are the possibilities? Favorite sense? 
Motor skills? Emotional age?

- How about initiative and alertness?

- Are there favourite toys, favourite
movements, favourite places to play?



SURROUNDING, observation items:

- Which materials and objects are available in 
the day care centre?

- Is there enough light for this client? 



INTERACTION, observation items:

- Emotional level of the client

- Hands-on-back support, client takes 
initiative



Making a support plan

- Problem statement

- Goal

- Times, frequency, playing area

- Important items of the observation list

- Create an Active Learning surrounding that
fits to the client



Roderik

Geeke (caregiver Visio) followed the Active 
Learning course.

Roderik was her case-study client.

Look here what happens..



Active Learning in 
the Netherlands

- Publications in Dutch and English:

www.visio.org/activelearning

- Information film (in Dutch)

- Training for caregivers and therapists

http://www.visio.org/activelearning


Research 

- Research question

- Design

- Results



Thank you for

your attention!
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